
 

         
Consulting Firms, an EU GDPR Application for Hadoop Data Lakes, 

Read this Article to benefit from a timely opportunity 
 

Yes, you know all the nuances of GDPR and the pending May 25, 2018 target dates for final 
implementation. You can even impress upon your clients the real dangers GDPR poses to their long term 

welfare. But can you do much to actually assist them in reaching compliancy(Link)?  
 

How can you be a ‘hero’, to your existing clients and also have the people power to expand your 
business? Please read this short article to discover how our software product will give you a distinct 
advantage over other consulting firms competing for GDPR projects. Use our products to perform 
compliancy audits/assessments, provide real mechanisms for discovery and encryption of Personally 
Identifiable Information (PII) for files either at rest in Hadoop, or streaming into Hadoop from Social 
Media, IoT and many other forms of data feeds.  
 

With the large and ever growing shortage of skilled Data Scientists & Management it just makes sense to 

use software products that provide a more accurate impact than many skilled Data Scientists/Managers 

and which can be implemented with less technical consultants.   

“Gartner Says Organizations Are Unprepared for the 2018 European Data ProtectionRegulation” 
“The European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) will have a global impact when it goes into 
effect on May 25, 2018, according to Gartner, Inc. Gartner predicts that by the end of 2018, more than 50 
percent of companies affected by the GDPR will not be in full compliance with its requirements.” Link 
 

You can benefit from the developing confusion and fear surrounding GDPR compliancy!  
 

Now how to get this done by May of 2018 with a mass shortage of data experts, lack of 
scalable, capable software applications and with the deadline just around the bend: 

 
✓ BigDataRevealed has the answer and more importantly the solution to get you on 

your way in days, audit your current Data Lake & assist in the GDPR Remediation 

phase with BDR-Secure-Sequester-Encrypt Application Webinar Video  

✓ Consultants, download our BDR-Application and start your Audit/Assessment 
today with our Free remote implementation services, training. 
 

✓ Once you are convinced BigDataRevealed will deliver for your clients: 
o Subscribe to BDR by Project, by Month or Annually  
o Share as much as 50% of Subscription fees if your Client purchases BDR 

 

Hadoop delivers the ability to process most any type of data, IoT, structured/semi-structured 

data and much more. Big data can also be big trouble for companies that have been negligent 

when bringing new data into their Data Lake. If data is not scrutinized for PII data, analyzed and 

encrypted as it enters the Data Lake, or immediately after, the client is vulnerable.  

New data will always be streaming into the Data Lake from multiple sources and it may be too 
late and difficult to identify and remediate problems associated with PII after it already resides in 
the data lake. Don’t let Hackers find that PII data before you do.  Protect your client and ensure 
PII is discovered, put into the BDR-Intelligent Catalog and Metadata, captured and encrypted! 
That is why you need a product such as BigDataRevealed. Webinar Video  
 

Consultants/Consulting Firms: Reach us @ GDPRAuditAssessment@bigdatarevealed.com  
 

BigDataRevealed’s application functions within any Hadoop installation, uses only development languages designed for Hadoop, and 
resides within its eco system and framework utilizing all of Hadoop’s processing power and ability to store massive quantities of data.  We 
will jump start your GDPR project, audit and assess your needs, and then assist in the remediation process. All of this via software and 
assistance from your in-house staff. GDPRAuditAssessment@bigdatarevealed.com  or  steven.meister@bigdatarevealed.com  
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